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along the way. 
The Second Coming probably appealed

to my mom because she was in charge of
cleaning up after seven children. After the
apocalypse, of course, all housework
would stop. For her, the Millenium’s
“promised land” meant no vacuuming, no
dusting, no laundry. And if Jesus came
within the year, she wouldn’t have to pack
for an upcoming move to our new house
across the street.

FLEEING to a new place for a do-over is
a persistent and very attractive idea.

Maybe it’s because so many of us want a do-
over. But I wonder how many of us really
need one? When the Israelites fled Egypt
and spent forty years in the wilderness,
they were in desperate need of a promised
land. The parents, who had come out of
slavery, wanted a place they could call their
own. They had really needed to leave. In
fleeing, they had actually given up their
homes and—according to the definitions of
many social activists of today—their
“jobs.” After a few years of wandering, the
children born in the wilderness wanted to
settle down. Both old and young had a valid
need for a promised land—a land of milk
and honey. A place to call their own. A land
where being unemployed could go from a

blessing to a curse. 
My Mormon ancestors were also sepa-

rated from the herd—or maybe they sepa-
rated themselves. But they weren’t running
from slavery; they were running from the
law. Their idea of a promised land had little
to do with milk and honey, and everything
to do with plural marriage and escaping
legal jurisdiction.

I N 2009, my wife was transferred to
Germany, roughly six thousand miles

from the promised land of my ancestors. I
don’t know when I will return to their
promised land—it seems like it will not be
anytime soon. It’s not that I don’t think my
ancestral home is a nice place; it’s just that
lately I have grown to like wherever I am at
the moment—as long as it’s a first-world
country with modern dentistry and decent
drinking water. 

And frankly I’ve grown suspicious of
first-world inhabitants who are too enrap-
tured with the idea of a promised land. I
have met too many people who want Jesus
to come for all the wrong reasons. They
pray for his swift return so that they can
cancel their credit card debt, stop going to
their awful jobs, or spice up their boring
lives by making gloating phone calls to
their unrepentant, unbelieving neighbors.
The truth is, we first-world citizens have it
great right where we stand. For this reason,
yearning for a promised land has all the re-
ligious glow of praying over lottery ticket
numbers. Sure, maybe God will still deliver
people in their time of need, just maybe not
in their time of want. 

BENGT WASHBURN
Dettenhausen, Germany

SPECIAL STATUS

AS A BOY, I was puzzled (and disap-
pointed) that God seemed to impose

deserty country on his chosen peoples.
Palestine? That parched land hardly seemed
like bargain real estate. The Great Basin?
Who’d want that passed-over, sagebrushy
parcel? Did the great Promiser-in-the-Sky
think dry hardship would be desirable for
those he loved most—or was he a con artist
who perversely persuaded us to take the
leftovers? Why couldn’t he offer his former-
and latter-day saints a bit of landscape lush-
ness to confirm their chosenness?

Nevertheless, I accepted the notion that
Americans—and Mormons in particular—
had gotten the best possible land deal.
Didn’t the Book of Mormon tell us that ours
was “a land choice above all other lands”

RIGHT WHERE WE STAND

DURING MY CHILDHOOD, family
home evening was always a sporadic

event that coincided with bursts of belief
within my parents—not belief in the
gospel, but belief in their own ability to
actually establish some sort of household
structure. During these optimistic times,
they would schedule home teaching visits
or family home evenings—fueled by the
same hope that makes the rest of the
world buy new day-planners or join a
gym. 

The first few minutes of every Family
Home Evening would be spent with the
manual, but invariably our lessons would
wander onto the topic of the Second
Coming. I relished thinking of most other
people in Mapleton, Utah, dying while
some of my family and I made our way
back to Missouri “along the rusty rail.” This
fixation is probably because in my post-
apocalyptic vision, one of the other sur-
vivors was always the latest “new girl” in
our class. I always got a crush on the new
girl. In my daydreamed version of the apoc-
alypse, the new girl and I would wander
back to Missouri together, a little Adam and
Eve with a commandment from God to
have sex and loot whatever we wanted all
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and that this nation would be exceptional,
with special Divine providence in its incep-
tion? Of course, where “this land” began
and ended was not precisely clear. Did the
promised choice land encompass the en-
tirety of Central, North, and South
America, or was it bounded by the 49th
parallel and the Rio Grande? And did it re-
ally include Alaska and Hawaii?

In my youth, the notion of America’s
and Mormonism’s promised status and re-
ward was reinforced by the Article of Faith
statement that Zion would be established
on this continent, and even more specifi-
cally by Mormons in the mountain valleys
of the West. That prophesied historical in-
evitability would show the “rest of them”
that we chosen people must be taken seri-
ously.

Then, about fifty years ago, things took
an unexpected turn: Mormonism became a
world church, and, accordingly, our leaders
told Saints in distant missions to stay home,
to forego immigration to Utah, and instead
to build up “Zion” where they were.

Well, I have come to like the implica-
tions of that message. In the intervening
years, I had traveled and lived in some
other parts of the world, and I’d learned
that quite a few other places compared fa-
vorably with America in natural beauty and

resources, climate, fertility, good govern-
ment, and cultural richness. I learned that
people in some of those countries loved
and appreciated their native land in ways
similar to what I felt for Idaho and the
United States. Increasingly, to be fixated on
the notion we were somehow exceptional
seemed both inaccurate and provincial. You
can spend too much time contemplating
your own navel.

So, are there better ways to view what it
means to dwell in a “promised land”? I like
the implications of this passage from
Psalms: “The earth is the Lord’s, and the
fullness thereof; the world, and they that
dwell therein” (24:1). Read that verse
again! It indicates to me a more healthy
way to look at things. The fullness of the
earth is promised land to all of us who are
fortunate enough to dwell on it; all the
earth’s inhabitants are God’s, able to share
His good gifts, wheresoever they find them-
selves. Didn’t Peter in a vision learn that
same lesson? “Of a truth I perceive that
God is no respecter of persons; but in every
nation he that feareth him, and worketh
righteousness, is accepted with him” (Acts
10:34–35).

IT’S easy to understand why the con-
joined notions of special status and spe-

cial promises have been prominent in reli-
gious discourse, including scripture.
Claiming superiority on the basis of em-
phasized difference aids in forging religious
group identity and loyalty, and these in turn
can make external persecution easier to
bear. But such discourse also encourages,
however subtly, an “us-versus-them” men-
tality, the most likely fruits of which are ex-
clusion, rejection, and dismissal. This
language expressing feelings of specialness,
chosenness, and dwelling-in-promised-
landness tends away from respect, love, and
cooperation, which seem central to the
gospel Jesus taught. It encourages provin-
ciality. It weakens the hope for a unified hu-
manity. It obscures our responsibility for
the health and integrity of the entire planet.
Surely, that is unfortunate.

We need to grow beyond such language
of privileged identity of special advantage.
In today’s world, we need to focus more on
what we share ideologically, socially, and
ecologically, and less on what divides us—
which is the bane of our current political
climate. We need to be focused on what the
Psalmist hints at, focused on how we can
make the earth a land of promise for all.
That is the best way forward.

H. WAYNE SCHOW
Pocatello, IdahoG
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